ENLAN: Extended Native LAN

Ethernet at its Best

Imagine being able to communicate with your offices around the country up to 100 times faster than you do today, with one fast, easy, and cost-efficient data network. It’s all possible with tw telecom’s Extended Native LAN (ENLAN). With our high-speed, flexible communications solution, not only do you get an extremely reliable and secure network, but as your business grows, your network easily grows with you, without having to install new circuits or equipment. ENLAN offers your business all the ease of Ethernet, plus the kind of flexibility, scalability and efficiency that gives your business a competitive IT edge.

Just Plug In

Built for Your Business Inside and Out. ENLAN helps you drive collaboration and productivity inside your company, and extend your reach on the outside. It’s a complete, end-to-end solution — for point-to-point as well as multi-point configurations. ENLAN’s city-to-city infrastructure reliability connects your company’s offices.

More Than A Network

It’s Your Business Foundation. ENLAN is a fast track for your data, free of protocol roadblocks and routing detours. It’s also a network you can count on, with the foundational technology you need to support all of your business-critical applications. And it’s designed to scale as you grow — proven technology for your current and future data traffic. With ENLAN, you can keep your people close...while you work to take your business far.

About tw telecom

tw telecom delivers the most advanced telecommunications solutions on the market to a wide spectrum of businesses and organizations across the United States. Since 1993, we have built a legacy of success through exceptional customer care, remarkable products and powerful networks. These strengths enable us to deliver scalable solutions that help customers improve their business metrics. For more information, please visit www.twtelecom.com.
• **Efficient.** Communicate to and from multiple locations through a reliable, high-bandwidth Ethernet connection.

• **Scalable.** From 2 Mbps – 1 Gbps.

• **Fully Managed.** We deploy, manage and maintain your ENLAN platforms.

• **Easy.** Access our network via 10M/100M/1000M/10G IEEE Standard Ethernet interfaces.

Fiber Optic Network
Fiber optic transmission is more reliable, more secure and at the core of next-generation services that help today’s businesses become more productive.

Native Ethernet
Your business network through native Ethernet technologies. Whether same-city, multi-city or national networking, your business leverages tw telecom's industry-leading solutions and superior customer care, all on an industry standard native Ethernet platform.